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Abstract
Statistics suggest that fire/explosion hazards exist in facilities or equipment that handle or process
combustible dusts. A systematic approach to identifying dust cloud explosion hazards and taking
measures to ensure safety generally involves understanding the explosion characteristics of the
dust. Hence, testing to characterize the powder’s fire and explosion properties is an essential step
in identifying potential ignition sources, assessing the risk and consequences of igniting the dust
cloud. The explosion characteristics of powders normally fall within one of two groups, i.e.,
“likelihood of an explosion (ignition sensitivity)” and “consequences of an explosion (explosion
severity)”. Safety from dust cloud explosions could include taking measures to avoid an explosion
(explosion prevention) and/or designing facilities and equipment so that in the event of an
explosion people and facilities are protected (explosion protection) from injury. The explosion
characteristics also provide guidance regarding selection of the most appropriate basis of safety.
Basic methodology for material characterization tests and significance and application of the test
results will be discussed in this presentation.
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Chilworth Global, As the world's leading one-stop source for industry's process safety
(consulting, training and testing) needs, the Chilworth Global has international consulting bases
and laboratory testing facilities with state of the art dust explosion and electrostatic laboratories
and a specialist laboratory for the evaluation of thermal runaway reactions. The client base of
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legal and insurance fields.
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